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−|comment=The publication of this indictment and the resulting arrests come on the eve of the [[FIFA]] congress at which the expulsion of Israel from world football is scheduled for debate together with a  presidential election in which current president [[Sepp Blatter]] is seeking re-election. Both the timing and the jurisdiction of the US in matters of world football - none of those arrested are US citizens - deserves close scrutiny. This is particularly so in view of Sepp Blatter's robust defense of the FIFA decision to award the 2018 World Cup to Russia, in the face of relentless hostility from western nations led by the US, most of whose citizens have zero interest in football (''soccer'', to distinguish it from their own national game).  +|comment=The publication of this indictment and the resulting arrests came on the eve of the [[FIFA]] congress at which the expulsion of Israel from world football was scheduled for debate together with a  presidential election in which current president [[Sepp Blatter]] was seeking re-election. Both the timing and the jurisdiction of the US in matters of world football - none of those arrested are US citizens - deserves close scrutiny. This is particularly so in view of Sepp Blatter's robust defense of the FIFA decision to award the 2018 World Cup to Russia, in the face of relentless hostility from western nations led by the US, most of whose citizens have zero interest in football (''soccer'', to distinguish it from their own national game). Blatter
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